The concept and operational definition of protein epitopes.
The antigenic determinants or epitopes of a protein correspond to those parts of the molecule that are specifically recognized by the binding sites or paratopes of certain immunoglobulin molecules. Epitopes are thus relational entities that require complementary paratopes for their operational recognition. Some authors consider that the concept of epitope necessarily involves the two properties of antigenic reactivity (ability to bind to a paratope) and immunogenicity (ability to induce an immune response). Such a view creates difficulties because it makes the existence of epitopes in a protein depend on immunogenetic and regulatory mechanisms of the immunized host. The delineation of epitopes can be achieved by antigenic cross-reactivity studies or by X-ray crystallography. Both approaches require specific criteria for deciding which residues of the antigen are in contact with the paratope and are functionally part of the epitope. The relative contribution of static accessibility, segmental mobility and induced fit to immune recognition remains controversial. Each of the methods used for analysing antigenic specificity is subject to various operational constraints originating from the type of experimental probe and from the format sensitivity and specificity of the immunoassay used. If a protein is assumed to contain as many epitopes as the number of different monoclonal antibodies that can be raised against it, the delineation of epitopes corresponds to the summation in various hosts of the immune repertoire specific for the antigen. Neutralization epitopes are a special subclass of the epitopes of infectious agents and toxins that are specifically recognized by antibody molecules able to neutralize the biological activity of the antigen. The identification of neutralization epitopes is important for the development of synthetic vaccines because it is this type of epitope that should be mimicked by synthesis and used as a vaccine for eliciting protective immunity. The first demonstration that synthetic peptides could elicit antibodies that neutralized viral infectivity was made by Anderer and his colleagues in the 1960s in their work with tobacco mosaic virus. Nearly 20 years passed before it was shown that antibodies to synthetic peptides were also able to neutralize the infectivity of other viruses such as foot-and-mouth disease, polio and hepatitis B viruses.